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Abstract
Haptic is cutting edge technology having vast applica-

tion mobile, home, robotics and tele-operations etc. It
has enormous scope for tele-surgery using robotic arm
with haptic feedback. It brings various dicsipline such
as biomedical, neurological, physics and engineering on
a single platform. It have numerious scope for all field.
For this, haptic robotic arm should able to emulate the
desired trajectory with minimum disturbances. In the
real time, a robotic haptic arm have various uncertainty,
vibrations and other unmodelled parameters which im-
pact the output adversely. In this paper, a haptic de-
vice has been modelled in presence of internal vibration
mode. A robust nonlinear sliding mode control (SMC)
has been proposed in this paper. The efficacy of designed
controller has been verified using simulation experiment.
It has been observed that using the proposed method sys-
tem follows desired trajectory accurately.

Key words
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1 Introduction
Haptic is one of this most demanding technology hav-

ing wide application in video games, pilot training, and
tele-surgical operations. Unlike the conventional robotic
system, it allows user to interact with virtual or a re-
mote environment with the sense of touch. With this
mechanism, both user and the device inhabit the same
workspace. Therefore, stability becomes an important
factor for the user. The critical stability of haptic system
depends on many factors such as uncertainty, delay, in-
ternal vibration modes, human operator etc. [Kumar and
Ohri, 2020c] In literature, various author have worked
on the stability of haptic system and designed the suit-
able controller to address these issues. In [Gil et al.,

2004] Gil et. al. have proposed the routh Hurwitz crite-
rion for stability one dof haptic system. In [Dang et al.,
2012] Dang et al have proposed LMI based stability ap-
proach for haptic system. Some authors has proposed
conventional as well as optimal control strategy to ad-
dress the stability issue [Kumar and Ohri, 2015]. In [Pa-
trascu and Ion, 2016] uses genetic algorithm, FLC con-
trol design [Bashiti et al., 2018; Kumar and Ohri, 2017],
and SMV has been used in [Kumar and Ohri, 2020b], es-
timation control method for nonlinear system in [Filip-
pova, 2017], vibration method in [Tomchina, 2019] and
LMI based method proposed in [Saragih, 2018]. In these
articles, author have proposed the control strategy con-
sidering the delay and other uncertainty parameters. Fur-
ther, the addition of internal vibration mode in the haptic
system is proposed to enhance the work ability in real en-
vironments [Diaz and Gil, 2009]. In this paper, internal
vibration mode has been considered into the haptic sys-
tem. The addition of vibration into the system make the
system nonlinear in nature. The conventional and opti-
mal control strategy proposed in literature found unsuit-
able in this system model. So, a robust nonlinear Sliding
mode control (SMC) has been proposed in this paper to
ensure the stability and minimization in tracking he de-
sired trajectory for haptic system. The organization of
this paper is as follow: Section 2 contain the problem
formulation, section 3 explains the SMC based control
strategy. The section 4 contains the simulation experi-
ment and result followed by result section.

2 Problem Formulation
2.1 Perfectly Rigid Haptic Device

A haptic device modelling shown in Fig. 1 is perfectly
rigid model which is commonly used for haptic system
description in literature. This model contains mass ‘m’,
viscous damping ‘b’. An input force ’Fr’ is exerted by
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means of motor and input force by the user is ’Fu’. So a
single transfer function defined for this model [Diaz and
Gil, 2009; Kumar and Ohri, 2020a] is (1).

G(s) =
x

Fd + Fu
=

1

ms2 + bs
(1)

Figure 1. Spring damper model of haptic system

Further, the elastic deformation are generated in the
haptic device between the user and driving motor which
result change in output and referred as vibration mode in
literature [Ciaurriz et al., 2014; Dang et al., 2012]. This
vibration mode is included into the system which makes
system nonlinear, as shown in Fig. 2.

Figure 2. Haptic system with internal vibration mode [Diaz and Gil,
2009]

Here, the interface of system is combination of two
masses connected by link mass ’m1’ and force exerted
by on this by the motor itself, other is device mass ‘m2’
the force exerted on this by the user. These masses are
connected by spring and a damper shown in (kc and bc)
Fig. 2. Due to vibration mode, physical interpretation of
masses changes. The complete dynamics of system with
vibration mode shown in Fig. 2 is given in (2).

x =

[
x2
x1

]
=

[
G2(s) Gc(s)
Gc(s) G1(s)

]
= Gf (2)

Here G is the transfer function of the hapic system with
vibration mode is as given in (3) [Gil et al., 2004]

G =
1

p(s)

[
p1(s) kc + bcs
kc + bcs p2(s)

]
(3)

where

p1(s) = m1s
2 + (b1 + bc)s+ kc (4)

p2(s) = m2s
2 + (b2 + bc)s+ kc (5)

p(s) = p1(s)p2(s)− (kc + bcs)
2 (6)

Using the critical stiffness analysis of system transfer
function found in (Diaz Gil, 2009), the G1(s) is selected
as relevant transfer function.
The physical parameters of haptic system for PHAN-
ToM haptic device are as given in Table:1 [Diaz and Gil,
2009].

Table 1. Physical parameters for PHANTom 1.0 haptic device

Parameters Variable Without user values

Device mass m 1.05 gm2

Device damping b 0.0085 Nms/rad

Device mass 1 m1 0.895 gm2

Device damping 1 b1 0.0085 Nms/rad

Connection damping bc 0.0057 Nms/rad

Connection stiffness kc 18.13 Nms/rad

Device mass 2 m2 0.155 gm2

Device damping 2 b2 0 Nms/rad

3 SMC Model Design
The Haptic system has become the nonlinear after

adding the effect of single vibration mode. Therefore
linear controller used in [Kumar and Ohri, 2015; Kumar
and Ohri, 2020a], could not be employed to control the
position and force after addition of nonlinearity. SMC
has given promising results while dealing with nonlinear
systems in presence of various uncertainty. It is known
for high speed switching control to track the nonlinear
plant trajectory on a user defined surface in the state
space called sliding surface s(x). It further maintain the
plant state trajectory to this surface for the consequent
time period. It maintain stability and dynamic perfor-
mance of the system [Tirandaz, 2018].
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3.1 Reaching Law for Sliding Mode
Sliding surface reaching law is divided into two

phases: reaching phase and sliding phase. In first phase,
the non-zero initial states of system is restricted to reach
the sliding surface. In next phase, system states trajec-
tory are forced to remains on the surface till equilibrium
point is reached as shown in Fig. 3.

Figure 3. Sliding mode control step of operation

3.2 First Order Sliding Mode Control
The first order SMC gives better control than classical

control techniques. In first order SMC, the sliding sur-
face which depends upon the trajectory. The function s
should be selected in such a way that it forces s = 0. It
gives rise to a stable differential equation and solution e
of which will tend to zero eventually. The sliding surface
is mainly a linear combination of the following type:

s = ė+ λe (7)

where λ = diag(λ1, λ2, . . . , λn) is a diagonal positive
definite matrix.
First order sliding mode control is discontinuous across
the surface s=0 and is given below:

u = −Ksign(s) (8)

where K = diag(K1,K2, . . . ,Kn) is a diagonal pos-
itive definite matrix in which Ki is positive constant

Where, e ε R3∗1error matrix, which can be consider as
e = θ − θd, s ε R3∗1, θ represents actual trajectory and
θd represents the desired trajectory

sign(s) =


1, if s > 0

0, if s = 0

−1, if s < 0

(9)

A damping function is introduced in the conventional
SMC to damp the transient behavior in tracking control.
Conventional SMC with damping can be given as

u = −Ksign(s)−As (10)

where K, λ and A are the gain matrices which are
defined as below
K = diag(K1,K2,K3) is a diagonal positive definite
matrix
λ = diag(λ1, λ2, λ3) is a diagonal positive definite
matrix
A = diag(A1, A2, A3) is a diagonal positive definite
matrix

4 Simulations and Results
The simulation has been performed for haptic system

with first internal vibration mode. The SMC has been ap-
plied to 1-DOF phantom haptic system to find trajectory
for haptic system as shown inFig. 4. The experiment has
been performed on Intel i5 processor built-in personal
computer with 4GB RAM. The simulation model.

Figure 4. Simulation experiment model for haptic system with vibra-
tion mode

The transfer function model for haptic system with vi-
bration mode is given in (8) using equation (3) and pa-
rameters given in Table:1.

G1(s) =
0.95s2 + 0.0084s+ 18.11

0.7695s3 + 0.0689s2 + 1.0323s
(11)

Using this, the simulation has been performed and cor-
responding results are shown in following figures.
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Figure 5. Trajectory tracking of haptic system with vibration mode

It has been observed from Fig. 5 that using SMC de-
sign, the system with vibration mode tracks the desired
trajectory with upmost efficiency. The corresponding er-
ror plot is shown in Fig. 6.

Figure 6. Error between desired and actual trajectory

The error trajectory in Fig. 6 shows that there is mini-
mum between desired and actual trajectory. The switch-
ing action for designed SMC is shown in Fig. 7.

Figure 7. SMC switching action of control signal (τ ) for haptic sys-
tem with vibration mode

It has been observed from the above figures that using
SMC, there is minimum error between desired and actual
trajectory. It means, when user applies some force or in-
put to the haptic manipulating device or haptic system,
the same trajectory has been followed the system with
minimum error. The switching action represents the mo-
tion of actuator to track and control the manipulator. It
should be minimum. But minimizing the switching ac-
tion will hamper the desired tracking. So for adequate
performance of whole system, there must balance be-
tween the switching action and the trajectory tracking.
Here Fig. 7 shows the adequate performance of control
action SMC controller in presence of vibration mode in
haptic system.

5 Conclusion
In this paper, haptic system with internal vibration

mode has been presented. The modeling of haptic sys-
tem with vibration mode makes system nonlinear and
hence conventional and optimal control strategies are not
applicable. So, a robust nonlinear SMC controller has
been proposed in this paper. The performance of the de-
signed controller has been observed. The system here
tracks the trajectory with upmost efficiency. The error
between the desired and actual tracking is very less. The
switching action control signal is also gives satisfactory
performance
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